The Iron Empire Campaign Setting

The Iron Empire Campaign setting is a homebrew setting
for Dungeons and Dragons 5e focusing on the central landmass of Helloran, the home of the Iron Empire. Over time,
the campaign setting will be expanded to include other
Imperial Territories as well as other non-aligned, and even
hostile factions and locations within this world.
The Central Premise of the Iron Empire is that Helloran is
ruled by the Iron Emperor and the Imperial Senate. The
Iron Emperor has been, historically and exclusively, the
Dwarven High King and the current Dwarven High King is
Randor the Venerable, currently in his 70th year of Rule.
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The Dwarven Conquest
Once, Helloran was a land of Elves, Dwarves, Humans,
Gnomes and Halflings. Despite the occasional raid on
the coast by Cragtide Orcs or even the Blue Dragonborn
of Stormvault things were more or less in balance. And
then came the reign of Dwarven High King Hargrimm,
later known as Hargrimm the Mad.
Hargrimm claimed to be god touched, that he had been
visited by several of the Prime Divines and they had told
him that it was the time of Iron. Hargrimm never revealed
which of the Divines had visited him, though many speculated that Tute and Jubel alone, despite their patronage of
the Dwarves, would never have sanctioned the war that
was to follow.
In what seems like an unlikely coincidence, before the
Dwarves could march they found allies in the Blue
Dragonborn of Stormvault. With this force, the Dwarves
drove south into the Elven Territories prosecuting a brutal
slash and burn campaign, driving the Elves before them.
The brutality allowed Dwarven victory, causing the Humans of Kyltear and the Halflings of the Greensea to sue
for peace. In a rare moment of lucidity, Hargrimm offered
terms to them and continued his war on the Elves, which
later expanded to include Gnomes and even the Cragtide
Orcs. The Dwarves fought everyone but a stalemate
looked like it would be achieved. And then, for reasons
that Dwarven History does not record, two things happened that changed everything. The Cragtide Orcs offered
their swords and spears in the service of the Dwarven High
King. And a faction of Elves betrayed their kin. This faction of elves originated from what are now called the Isles
of Tears and Sorrows, and for reasons that were never clear
to outsiders, they stabbed their kin in the Back allying
themselves with Hargrimm.
Dwarven victory was all but inevitable, the last elven armies being slaughtered in a protracted Rear Guard action.
Hargrimm’s conquest was completed and all that was left
was to count the dead.

as the Senate is made up of Tribal Representatives, but also
representatives of organisations with Royal Charter such as
Royal Marines and the Royal Archaeological Society both
of whom report to the Dwarven High King Theoretically
this gives the Dwarven High King more influence on the
senate. In effect, more often than not, the Emperor gets his
way with minimal haggling and horse trading.

Iron Law & Tribal Law
Within the Iron Empire there are two types of Law. Iron
Law, and Tribal Law. Iron Law is the Law that governs
the entire Empire, and tends to be broad and strategic
pointing the law of the Empire in a specific direction
without necessarily dealing with nuances of the different
races within the Empire. Tribal Law is exclusive to various regions designated as Tribal Area; that is sovereign
territories within the Empire that have their previous form
of government but that have chosen to become part of the
Empire.
Tribal Territories are governed by Tribal Law as decreed
by whatever government exists within the territory In
Tribal Lands where Tribal Law conflicts with Iron Law,
technically tribal law is considered to be ascendant,
though where this is abused Imperial Authority often
forces a change – or Iron Law adopts a new stance if this
makes sense, according to the will of the Senate.
The Empire is not made up entirely of Tribal Lands, there
are vast territories within Imperial Borders that belong to
no sovereign tribal area. This territory is considered free,
wild and under Iron Law. There are various major cities
and institutions that exist outside any Tribal Law. Notably, Ashgrave.

The Imperial Senate
In the aftermath of the conquest, more level headed
voices among the Dwarven ranks gained traction and
realised that nothing like the kind of war Hargrimm had
prosecuted could ever be allowed to happen again. They
realised the territories that sued for peace, surrendered or
became allied could only be governed with mutual consent and so the Iron Empire was formed. Ruled by the
Iron Emperor, who served as chair of the senate, no law
or action that affects more than one population could be
implemented without the agreement of the senate, no war
could be declared by the empire without the senate. This
was an effort to curb the power of the rulers, whilst still
keeping the public appearance of strength. Since its inception, the Iron Emperor title has belonged to the Dwarven High Kings and theoretically, he is simply first
among equals. In actuality it is more complex than that
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The Races
Some of the rarer races have not been included in the
early stages of campaign setting design. Some races are
in the setting though are discouraged as playable races.
Due to the nature of the setting, the Player Handbook
racial variants may be somewhat different to what players Humans are quite common throughout the Empire and use
are used to.
the stats from the Player’s Handbook. Unaligned humans
from non-tribal territories are quite common, though
within Imperial Borders does exist the Kingdom of
Kyltear, a Human Tribal Area.
The Kingdom of Kyltear is ruled by Queen Jasmine of the
Kyltearan Royal Family, and she is served by various noDwarves are understandably a prominent race within the ble houses.
Iron Empire Setting, the ruling clans of Dwarves being
There is not much else to say about Humans.
referred to as Iron Dwarves, whereas the more common
lower clan dwarves are Green Dwarves. Iron Dwarves
tend to live in or around their stronghold of Greyhahme
(Pronounced Greyhame), or the Tomb of the Dwarven
King. Green Dwarves are more common throughout the
Empire, though despite lower and upper clan there is no Halflings tend to live within their tribal area, the Greensea
real restriction on vocation, except that an Iron Dwarf and Confederation, ruled by the Parliament of Mayors. The
a Green Dwarf of otherwise equal rank, the Iron Dwarf is Greensea Confederation is counted as the Breadbasket of
higher. And Green Dwarves don’t have any loose claim Helloran, and as a result tends to be left to the Halflings
to the Throne. Iron Dwarves use Mountain Dwarf Stats
whose practical nature tends to make them good and reliand Green Dwarves use Hill Dwarf Stats from the
able farmers.
Player’s Handbook.
Whilst rarer, it is not unheard of for Halflings to be born
and exist in communities outside the Confederation,
though exclusively Halfling settlements beyond their borders are rare.
Halfling towns tend to have government and communal
buildings toward the centre with their dwellings in concenIn the Iron Empire there are High Elves, Wild Elves and tric tiers outside. The communal and government buildDrow Elves all. However, as a result of the Dwarven
ings tend to be built to accommodate humans as a standard.
Conquest, the central strength of Elves that would idenAll types of Halfling as listed in the Player Handbook are
tify as High Elves is gone. There are few areas where the playable.
Wild Elves still claim dominion over the forest, much of
the Sylvan Forests falling victim to the punishing slash
and burn campaign by the Dwarves of long ago, with
their Blue Dragonborn Allies.
There is one form of Tribal Government (See Tribal Rule
page *), and that is the Iron Elf Union. The Iron Elf Un- Gnomes are ubiquitous in the Iron Empire, despite lacking
ion is made up of a significant number of Drow Elves, a a tribal territory. Instead, they have a clan structure where
slightly lower number of High Elves and very few Wild each clan tends to specialise in one business venture or
Elves. In the Iron Empire, the Drow Elves do not worother. If any location was to be said to be their seat of
ship Llolth to the exclusion of other deities, as Llolth is
power, it would be the city of Ashgrave as this city is home
not a prime deity in this setting. (*Author’s Note, as this to Overclan Ubispark. Overclan Ubispark is the ruling
campaign setting is a living work in process, the exisclan of the Gnomes, and is built around a solid merchant
tence of Llolth is not impossible and could be counted as empire and this wealth was used by the Ubisparks to create
a Demigod).
the first (and currently only) banking system within the
Players can play as either High Elf, Wild Elf or Drow Elf. Empire.
If they choose High Elf, they can choose to play a
The Ubisparks are closely related to several other clans
“commoner” who is not affiliated with the Iron Elf Unwhich only strengthens their position. Some of the more
ion, or they could be a member of the Union. Drow
noteworthy of these clans are:
Elves are mostly from the Iron Elf Union, though you do The Tinkertons – Gnomish Bounty Hunters and Monster
get some unaffiliated born outside their Tribal Territory. Killers
Wild Elves are predominantly Commoners (Not part of
The Dabblemark – Inventors of the Print-a-Magic
the Union) form the Eastern reaches of the Darkwood
(pronounced Printamajig), a Printing Press
Forest.
The Sparkrunners- A Courier Service

Humans

Dwarves

Halflings

Elves

Gnomes
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Dragonborn

Tieflings & Aasimars

Dragonborn are fairly common in the Iron Empire,
though the most populous types are Gold, Red and Blue.
Other types do exist and are playable but tend to be small
communities either in villages or districts of Larger
towns.
The Golds hail from Goldspire Haven (See ***), a city
and series of settlements built on an island that floats in
the air, held aloft by six magical towers. At the base of
each tower is the skull of a Golden Dragon, whose magic
is channelled by the sorcerers of Goldspire Haven. Goldspire Haven is one of the most innately magical locations
in the Iron Empire, a significant number of Gold Dragonborn becoming sorcerers that rival the finest spellcasters
of the Arcanorum (See ***). Golds tend to be quite passionate about their individual beliefs, though their status
living on an island held aloft by shared sorcery also tends
to make them the most community spirited of the
Dragonborn.
Blue Dragonborn tend to be a more brutal, tribal Society
from the Island of Stormvault. Stormvault was once a
graveyard for members of the Blue Dragon Flight before
they moved on to other worlds, and the Skull of one of
their Patriarchs became a holy site to the Blues. The
Skull belonged to Saphirros, Patriarch of the Blues before
they left for other Worlds. Saphirros ascended to godhood, becoming God of the Storm and Magic. As a result, Blue Dragonborn tend to revere their Stormcallers
and Sorcerers as the only true means to power whilst honouring Saphirros. They are deeply suspicious of mystical
powers from any other source, executing or exiling those
they find with magic they deem to be filthy. Such as pact
magic. Blues are insular and often given to xenophobia,
and would be seen as worthy of destruction were it not
for 2 factors. Saphirros is one of the 13 prime divines
and war on his people would anger him. And Stormvault
is protected by a magical storm that emanates from the
Towers of the Four Winds. Only exceptional seamanship
and bravery (or foolhardiness) will get someone through
without their utter destruction.
Red Dragonborn congregate in the Cauldron (See ***)
alongside Red Goliaths, working for the Fire Giants.
There is a tenuous peace between Empire and Cauldron
as the armies of the Empire are significantly greater than
even the mighty Fire Giants, however no one wants a war
as the Giants with their Red Dragonborn and Goliath allies would inflict untold damage before they could be
halted. It is not certain they could be destroyed. Instead,
the Red Dragonborn serve, alongside their Goliath allies,
as intermediaries between the Empire and Fire Giants
who happen to be the finest smiths of magical artefacts in
the known world. It is rumoured the source of this ability
comes from a magical river of lava known as “The Blood
of Murgadon”. The wealthy and the powerful are willing
to pay vast sums for magical items forged in the Cauldron, and most often it is the Red Dragonborn they deal
with. As a result of this, Reds tend to be superior and
arrogant as they are quite often in a position of strength.

Tieflings and Aasimars are playable races. They do not
tend to be particularly common within the Iron Empire,
their genesis occurring only every so often where one of
their parents has previously had infernal or divine dealings.
Tieflings tend to be more common of the two, and can
most notably be found in the human Kingdom of Kyltear,
or the city of Ashgrave. Small communities do occasionally spring up from time to time, but the association with
the infernal makes their viability and sustainability questionable as other races, particularly humans, look down on
them as the product of evil machinations.
If Tieflings are uncommon, Aasimars are incredibly rare.
Where Tieflings do have some small communities, Aasimars tend to be solitary figures roaming the landscape.
Not openly despised as Tieflings are, but never fully accepted either, it is rare for an Aasimar to settle down and
have a family.
Second generation Tieflings do occur, and it is possible for
Aasimars though as you might expect, it is rare.
Goliaths
Goliaths are not particularly common in the Iron Empire,
there being two main tribes. The first are the Grey Goliaths of Titan’s Stair (See ***), and the second are the Red
Goliaths of the Cauldron.
Greys are hardy mountain dwellers accustomed to living at
altitude and living in camps and settlements in the snowy
reaches of Titan’s Stair. The Greys are practical and very
much focused on the survival of their settlements which
causes them to have strong filial bonds with heir
neighbours and the rest of their settlement, and offer hospitality and shelter to those needing it. However, whilst slow
to anger they offer no mercy to those who betray their trust
and compromise the safety of their settlements.
Red Goliaths can be found working the forges of the Fire
Giants in the Cauldron. They are not recommended as a
playable race. They are very focussed on their work, doing
the finer work that Giant hands cannot. The harsh nature
of the Cauldron forces the Reds to be prudent and practical, though where this causes camaraderie in the Greys it
tends to winnow out the weak who may find themselves
bathing in the Blood of Murgadon if they are not careful.

Orcs and Half Orcs
Orcs are not recommended as a playable race. Half Orcs
are fairly common within the Iron Empire, as are their fullblooded kin. Orcs reach 7 foot in height and tend to be
extraordinarily muscled and hail from the Sashelian Archipelago (See ***). The Archipelago is home to the Cragtide, a seafaring Clan of Orcs. The Cragtide Orcs have
sworn fealty to the office of Dwarven High King as a result
of some long forgotten treaty that occurred in the years of
the Dwarven Conquest. They worship Sahselas, Goddess
of the Sea and War and are renowned as shipbuilders and
experts in naval warfare as well as coastal raiding. This,
along with their long forgotten treaty is the reason the 0rcs
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were given Royal Charter to form the Royal Marines, the
largest military force in the Empire not under the control
of the Imperial Senate.
Half Orcs tend to be rare but not unheard of in the Empire
and in the Archipelago. Surprisingly, they are treated
well by full blooded orcs, probably better than by humans
or other races. They do tend to be solitary figures either
in human or orc settlements, often filling martial or manual skilled tasks.
Other Races
Other Races may be playable but do not have significant
presence within the Iron Empire, and therefore are discouraged at this point.
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Places of Interest/Note
Helloran

Helloran is a land mass that forms the Mainland of the
Iron Empire. It is home to several tribal territories, such
as the Kingdom of Kyltear (See***) and the Greensea
Confederation (See ***), whilst also being closely associated with some nearby Islands, such as the Isle of Tears
(see ***) and the Isle of Sorrows (See ***).
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Greyhahme & Dwarven Ancestral Lands

Greyhahme is the ancestral capital of the Dwarven High hall for prayer and then 13 separate shrines, one for each of
King, and current seat of the Imperial Senate. The city
the 13 Primes.
Starts on the surface, on the slopes of the southern edge
of the Iron Mountains and is protected by walls that
stretch around the base of the mountains. The city itself
stretches under the mountains to quite considerable
depths, the districts closest to the surface being the most
heavily patrolled by Dwarven soldiers and Thief Takers,
however the deeper one goes, the more dangerous walking the streets becomes. In the depths there are some
active mine shafts. It is rumoured some of them are
worked by a species of Dwarf that has never seen the sun.
Closer to the surface can be found the Imperial Senate
building, the palace of the Dwarven High King and the
Temple of the 13 Prime Divines. The grandest of the
three is the Palace of the Dwarven High King, looking
very much like a fortress adorned with precious metals.
Second in stature, but perhaps more gaudy than the palace is the Temple of the 13 Prime Divines, having a main
8

Tomb of the Dwarven Kings

The Tomb of the Dwarven Kings is a mountain south of
the main Dwarven territories that is given over to the burial
of Dwarven Kings, and is guarded by the Barrow Wardens.
Mining in the area is strictly prohibited as the ground is
sacred, though this was not always the case. It is rumoured
by non dwarves (and indeed Dwarves not in the know) that
before the land was decreed sacred, one mineshaft actually
tunnelled into a realm that was overflowing with riches,
and where the miners encountered the spirits of their ancestors. Whatever the reason, mining in the region is forbidden, Dwarven Royalty are buried there and Barrow
Wardens keep away prying eyes.
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Ashgrave

Ashgrave is the largest city in the Iron Empire outside of
any tribal territory, making it subject to Iron Law. It is
commonly said that if you need anything, and it can be
found anywhere, it can be found in Ashgrave. Or the
person who can get if for you can. The city is on the site
of a major battle between dwarves and elves during the
conquest, the dwarves proving victorious burning and
cutting back the forests and burying the war dead. The
City of Ashgrave was built on the site and the forest
eventually grew back. Ashgrave is a major merchant hub
for ships travelling from the furthest reaches of the Empire, and as a result of this is among the wealthiest cities
in the Empire.
If one race was said to be in dominance in Ashgrave, it
would be the Gnomish Overclan Ubispark who own a lot
of the businesses, merchant ships that travel to and from
port and more importantly, the Ubisparks founded the
first Bank in the Empire in Ashgrave.

The Arcanorum

The Arcanorum is a school of Academia and the Arcane
situated within its own Duchy, the southernmost in the
Kingdom of Kyltear. Prizing intellect above all other
things, anyone who can demonstrate that they are bright
enough is guaranteed a place within the hallowed halls.
Housing great collections of tomes, arcane and otherwise,
whilst also having some of the finest teaching environments for all manners of intellectual pursuits ranging from
alchemy to the mystic arts.
Despite the open door policy of the Arcanorum, the location within a human kingdom has created the situation that
the greatest number of students and faculty are human,
relegating other races to an almost second class status.
And some groups, Tieflings and Orcs particularly, are
downright frowned upon. Of course, if a Tiefling or an
Orc can pass the entrance exam, they are permitted entry.
But the guarantee of entry says nothing about being made
to feel welcome, and quite frequently such individuals
leave due to the harassment of their, potentially less gifted,
peers.
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The Isle of Tears

The Isle of Tears is the primary Tribal Territory of the Iron
Elf Union. Very few non Iron Elves make it to the interior
of the island, forest, swamp and mountains forming a natural barrier. Iron Elf cities are most heavily populated in the
forest areas though they do have swamp citadels. It is
widely accepted that the Iron Elves traffic in slaves from
other territories of the Empire and they are processed away
from public eyes of the empire in the plains of the interior.
This trade has made them incredibly wealthy as a faction.
The forests are described as some of the most beautiful
known, however they are also filled with hazardous creatures. The swamps would never, necessarily, be associated
with places of natural beauty though they too are teeming
with life, much of it venomous making it hazardous to hunt
there. But not impossible. The mountains are sheer and
form a near impenetrable barrier protecting the Island and
the Union
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The Isle of Sorrows

The Isle of Sorrows forms the second half of the Iron Elf
Union. It is the least populous of the two islands, most of
it being dangerous marshland. However two things make
it of interest to the Iron Elves. The growth rate of the
Trees is remarkably fast which means they are able to run a
thriving logging and Ship Building industry in their one
stronghold on the Island. Most of the Imperial Navy is
built at the Isle of Sorrows by Iron Elves and their labour
force which is often made up of debtors, slaves and prisoners from the Imperial Prison situated within the Iron Elf
Naval base (Name TBC)
The second reason for the importance of the Isle of Sorrows is it is the site of the Throne of Misery, the main temple of the Goddess Lash, Goddess of Tyranny and Destruction. Despite her darker nature, Lash is still counted as one
of the 13 divines and her temple magic is most powerful
from the Throne of Misery as a result of the rather brutal
measures used by Iron Elf work masters. Few try to escape the work gangs as the Iron Elf overseers are cruel, but
the Tyrants of Lash have as much invested in the suffering
of the prisoners and are likely to be even worse.
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The Kingdom of Kyltear

The Kingdom of Kyltear is a human tribal area made up of
several duchies, under the rule of Queen Jasmine. Kyltear
is a country of grasslands, forests and coastlines. Farming,
fishing and forestry are significant contributors to the
Kyltearan economy though there are also silver and gold
mines dotted around the landscape adding to the wealth.
The northern woodlands are the safest route to the Cauldron, so anyone seeking out the expertise of the Fire Giants
generally travel through Kyltear insuring a flow of travellers from other parts of the Empire.
Along the west coast of the kingdom you will find the
Mariner Fens (See ***), a particularly dangerous swamp
inhabited by all manner of nasty creatures. Finally, the
southernmost Tip of the Kingdom of Kyltear is home to
the Arcanorum (See ***).
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The Greensea Confederation

Situated in the South East corner of Helloran, the Greensea
Confederation is the Tribal Territory for Halflings. Predominantly a farming population, the Confederation is
made up primarily of villages and towns with very few
cities at all. It is ruled by a Parliament of Mayors, led by a
Chief Mayor.
The country is relatively civilized by Iron Empire standards, with each town and village kept in order by a Constable and a Citizen Militia. Normally, the biggest threat
to a Halfling community is a poor harvest, or wild animals
eating their herd. Halfling prudence reduces the risk of the
first, and in the case of the second…well, that is what
Rangers are for.
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Goldspire Haven

Image TBD
Riding high above the clouds, held aloft by six towers with
Dragon Skulls at their bases, Goldspire Haven would be
considered one of the most magical places on the planet
even if not for the fact that it is home to a network of
towns and settlements filled with Gold Dragonborn, many
of whom are powerful sorcerers.
It is rumoured that the Sorcerers of Goldspire Haven commune with the spirits of the Six Dragons via their skulls,
and that each dragon spirit lends their distinct personality
and passion to the survival and success of Goldspire Haven.
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Stormvault

A blasted wasteland filled with craters, surrounded on all
sides by ocean and a near impenetrable magical storms,
Stormvault is probably one of the most inhospitable places
in the Iron Empire. Buried beneath the dark grey blue soil
are the bones of many Blue Dragons who used the island
as a graveyard when they were still a frequent visitor on
the planet. The Blue Dragon flight has been gone for a
long time, leaving only a few straggling members here and
there (much to the fortune of the world most likely), however its legacy lives on.
The patriarch Saphirros’ skull can be found within this
blasted land, and as his spirit is now counted as the Prime
Divine of The Storm and Magic making Stormvault a holy
place.
Pilgrims, Raiders and Grave robbers sometimes try to approach the island. Only the most skilled survive the storms
generated by the Towers of the Four Winds (See ***).
And those that do meet a frosty reception at best. Pilgrims
offering proper respect may be tolerated. Raiders are dealt
with harshly, and Grave robbers…Grave robbers meet
fates that can only be described as Draconian.
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The Cauldron

Situated directly north of the Kingdom of Kyltear, the
Cauldron is an ash covered rocky wasteland prone to fiery
eruptions. Deep within the Cauldron is a Volcano that is
the source of a magma river known as the Blood of Murgadon. The river flows to a citadel on the western coast of
the Cauldron where a tribe of Fire Giants and their Goliath
and Red Dragonborn followers reside, using the magma
flow to forge mighty magical trinkets.
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The Sashelian Archipelago

An island chain north of Helloran, and west of the Dwarven ancestral territory, the Sashelian Archipelago is the
ancestral home and tribal territory of the Cragtide Orcs.
The Islands are heavily wooded, providing the raw materials to produce Trireme warships used by the Royal Marines.
A series of lookout towers prevent any incursion into the
Archipelago allowing the inhabitants to protect themselves
from invasion. Most Orc settlements are built within
walls, and there exist several strongholds where the inhabitants can retreat to in the unlikely event they have to fall
back.
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Titan’s Stair and Harridan’s Eyrie

The Titan’s Stair is a snow covered mountain range and
series of ascending cliffs that is the only direct route to
Harridan’s Eyrie. Each cliff is several hundred feet high
and frequently blasted by icy winds. Ascent is possible via
rock chimneys and by rope ladders left by the Goliath
tribes that live on the ice shelves between cliffs. There are
two major settlements on the stair, both camps with the
largest called Skywatcher’s Vigil, named for a Goliath
Master Ranger, Kuloth Skywatcher. In each of the camps
can be found shelter and trading posts, selling equipment,
furs and food.
Harridan’s Eyrie is the tallest mountain range in Helloran
and is inhabited by all manner of Hags and Harpies, making any venture into the area extremely dangerous. Most
wouldn’t even try but the few that have ventured into the
mountains report the presence of diamond mines, bringing
back gems of incredible value.
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The Mariner Fens

There are rumours that once upon a time the Mariner Fens
were not swamp, but rather the territory of the Ruling Dynasty of Kyltear and that some calamity befell them destroying their land and line. This rumour means that some
foolhardy adventurers wade into the Fens looking for the
treasures of this lost dynasty. Those that make it out rarely
have more to show for it than scars and tales of monsters.
But occasionally a trinket or a cache is found which only
serves to convince more to go looking despite the obvious
dangers lurking in the swamp.
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The Darkwood

Located in the centre of Helloran, and covering a significant portion of the landmass, the Darkwood is a huge forest that was once home to a vast nation of Elves. However, since the Dwarven conquest the inheritors of the
Elves can only be found in the eastern portions of the forest, the rest of the forest being inhabited by wild elves and
other, more sinister and aggressive things.
The King’s Road runs through the Darkwood and passes
through several Dwarven Settlements including Darkwood
Junction. Running along the King’s Road is the Darkwood
Express, a Wagon Train operated by a clan of Gnomes.
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The Divines
There are 13 Prime Divines in the Iron Empire Campaign
setting, with countless demi-gods and other beings that
offer patronage. The two primary Divines are Tute and
Jubel, though historically Embergreen was prime. This
changed in the time of the conquest.

The 13 Primes
Tute
God of Law and the Forge, his clergy are referred to as
Forge Masters. Personified as a Dwarf with a Hammer
and a Tablet, and the symbol of his Priesthood is a Stone
Tablet with Hammer and Chisel. Twin of Jubel.
Jubel
God of Warfare and Justice, his clergy are referred to as
Vigilants. Personified as a Dwarven warrior, the symbol
of his priesthood is a Helmed Dwarven Face. Twin of
Tute
Toc
God of Knowledge and Innovation , his clergy are referred to as Learners. Personified as a Clockwork Man,
the symbol of his priesthood is a Cog with 8 teeth longer
than the rest spaced evenly around the cog.
Embergreen
God of Fire and Life, her clergy are referred to as Gardeners. Personified as an Elven female in a red wooded
grove, the symbol of her priesthood is a Burning Tree.
Dia

Sashelas
Goddess of Sea and War, her clergy are referred to as Belligerents. Personified as a Human Female wearing armour
and wielding a Trident, the symbol of her priesthood is a
Helm with a Trident behind it.
Fickle
God of Trickery and Chance, their clergy are referred to as
Hucksters. Personified as a Shapeshifter, the symbol of
their priesthood is a coin, face side up half smiling and half
frowning.
Ode
God of the Grave and Earth, his clergy are referred to as
Caretakers. Personified as a Hooded Goliath with a
shovel, the symbol of his priesthood is a hooded face.
Loom
Goddess of Air and Stories, her clergy are referred to as
Weavers. Personified as a female Cloud Giant, the symbol
of her priesthood is a spinning wheel. Often presumed to
be the Goddess of Fate or Destiny.
Lash
Goddess of Tyranny and Destruction, her clergy are referred to as Tyrants. Personified as a female Iron Elf, the
symbol of her priesthood is a whip.
The Dark Lady
Goddess of Vengeance and Darkness, her clergy are referred to as Beacons. Personified as the silhouette of a
human female, the symbol of her priesthood is a female
face half of which is completely dark.

God/Goddess of Love and Dawn, their clergy are referred
to as Celebrants. There are no visual representations of
Demigods
Dia as they appear to their followers as whatever that
individual’s ideal partner is. The symbol of their priestAs noted before there are many demigods within the Iron
hood is a bridge with a sunrise behind it.
Empire, worship of whom is tolerated.
Ander
God of Nature and Travel, his clergy are referred to as
Wanderers. Personified as a weathered man with a pack
and staff, the symbol of his priesthood is a tree with a
pack and staff beneath it.
Saphirros
God of Magic and The Storm, his clergy are referred to as
Stormcallers. Personified as a Blue Dragon, the symbol
of priesthood is a pair of rib bones with a lightning bolt in
between.
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